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Abstract

V.V. Bazhanov, R.M. Kashaev, V.V. Mangazeev. Zjf x ZN Generalization of the
Chiral Potts Model: IHEP Preprint 90-136. — Protvino, 1990. — p. 19, refs.: 13.

We show that the Д-matrix which intertwines two 3-by-N2 state cyclic L-opera-
tors can be considered as a Boltzmann weight of four-spin box for a lattice model
with two-spin interaction just as the Д-matrix of the checkerboard chiral Potts model.
The rapidity variables He on the same algebraic curve as in the chiral Potts model.
Factorization properties of the ^-operator and its connection to the SOS models, are
also discussed.

Аннотация

В.В. Бажанов, P.M. Кашаев, В.В. Мангазеев. Z\ x ZN обобщение к и рал ь ной
модели Поттса: Препринт ИФВЭ 90-136. —Протвино, 1990. —19 с , библиогр.:
13.

Мы показываем, что Д-матрина, сплетающая два циклических ^-оператора
с 3 х N2 состояниями, может рассматриваться как больцмановский вес четы-
рехспинового квадрата для решеточной модели с двухспиновым взаимодействи-
ем точно также, как Л-матрица для киральвой модели Поттса. Переменные,
соответствующие быстротам, лежат на такой же алгебраической кривой, как и
в киральной модели Поттса. Также обсуждаются факторизационные свойства
L-оператора и его связь с SOS моделями.

Institute for High Energy Physics, 1990.



0. Introduction

As it is observed in [1] the chiral Potts model [2-4] can be considered as
a part of some new algebraic structure related to the six vertex Д-matrix. In
particular, the high genus algebraic relations among the Boltzmann weights
of the chiral Potts model arise as a condition of the existence of an inter-
twining operator for two diflFerent representations of some quadratic Hopf
algebra [5-7], which generalizes the Uq(sl(2)) algebra.

It is natural to make an attempt to find new solvable lattice models
whose Boltzmann weights obey high genus algebraic relations generalizing
the results of ref. [1] for the case of other R-matrices.

The first part of this program for the case of the three state i?-matrix
from ref. [8], which is related to the Uq(sl(3)) algebra at q2N = 1, has
been realized in ref. [9]. In that paper the 3-by-iV3 state cyclic L-operator
has been constructed and conditions of the existence of an N3 -state R-
matrix which intertwines two such i-operators, have been also found. In the
present paper we consider a particular З-Ъу-N2 state case of the abovemen-
tioned i-operator and find explicitly the corresponding iV2-state Я-matrix.
This result is described below.

Consider an oriented square lattice С and its medial lattice С (shown
in Fig. 1 by solid and dashed lines, resp.). The oriented vertical (horizontal)
lines of Z' carry rapidity variables p,p' (q, q') in alternating order (note, that
the orientations of rapidity lines, shown by open arrows, alternate too). The
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edges of the lattice С are oriented in such a way, that all the NW-SE edges
have the same (NW-SE) direction, while the NE-SW edges are oriented in
a checkerboard order.

Each rapidity variable q is represented by a 4-vector (a,,6 9,c 9,d g)
which specifies a point of the well known curve [4], defined by the rela-
tions

a» + k'b» = kd», k'a? + b? = kc?, (0.1a)

kaf+k'c»=d?t u£ + k>dZ = cJt (0.16)

where к and к' are restricted by the relation к2 + к'2 = 1. Place two
Z^v-spins, which are described by a local variable n = («1,712)5 я» =
0,1, . . . ,N-1, t = l,2, N > 2 on each site of the lattice C. Then there
are only two kinds of neighbouring local state pairs depending on the rel-
ative orientation of the dashed and solid lines, as indicated in Fig. 2, with
states n and m, and Boltzmann weights Wpg(n,m) and (Wqp(n,m))~l on
the edges of С The arrow from n to m indicates that the argument is
(п,т), rather than (m,n).

To write down Wpq(n,m) introduce the function gpq(n, m), n,m € Zj,f,
which satisfies the relations

gpq(n,m) = gpq(n,k)gpq(k,m), V n,m,fc E Z2
N, (0.2a)

gP4{n,n) = 1, Vn£Z%. (0.26)

Then it is unambiguously defined by the following relations:

where ш = exp(27ri/iV) and

aN = к' /к, (3N = - 1 , (0.4)

6г = (1,0), «a = (0,1). (0.5)
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The Boltzmann weight Wpq(n,m) has the form

One can show that

Y,Wpq(n,k)Wqp(k,m) = 6n.m*P9, (0.7)
Jt

where
с _ / 1 , я = m (mod ЛГ);

d n ' m = \ 0 , otherwise,

( с —L. с I f т* — 1* if ti** —. *9/^* i f i i •*• — if •** i

(0.9)
Xp =r dp f dp ^ Ур = Qp/Cpi ftp = = ("pfcpy

sp = ЦрУр/хр. (0.10)

The abovementioned Л-matrix, which intertwines two i-operators is just
the Boltzmann weight of an elementary box of the lattice £ shown in Fig. 3:

Skti , gl.p ,v = Wqp(n,l)Wp.q(l,k)Wq,p,(k,m)

This matrix is ZN X Д/v-invariant in the sense that

, V (О, q \PtP ) = S . , . ! ^ , 9 ) P ? P / » I r : l ^ j lU.li)

which makes our lattice model ZN X ZN-symmetric. It satisfies the following
Yang-Baxter equation:

=Si3(q,q';r,r')S13(p,p';ry)Si2(p,p';q,q'),
(0.13)

and inversion relation:

= $pq&P'q'h2, (0.14)

where I\i is the identity matrix.
Note, that in a particular trigonometric limit к —• oo the i?-matrix

(0.11) for N = 2 is equivalent to that found in [10]. In the same limit
we expect the 9-state Д-matrix found in ref. [11], to be equivalent to the
Д-matrix (0.11) for N = 3.



1. The Z-operator

In this Section we rewrite the 3-by-iV2 L-operator found in ref. [9], in
a new gauge convenient for our purpose.

First we remind the required results from ref. [9]. Let L(x) be an
operator ia C3®CM, M > 3, satisfying the following Yang-Baxter equation
(YBE) represented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5:

(LI)

where Lij>ap{x), i,j = 1,2,3, a,/3 = 1, ...,M denote the matrix elements of
L(x) and Rijtki(x) is defined explicitly as [8j

= 6ij6ki6ik(xq - x~xq~l) + Sij

where 6ij is the Kroneker symbol,

(1.3)
,(13) f

Г 0, t = j ;

<гц = < (q-q'1)^, i<j; (1.4)

Here, x is a variable, while 9, A are considered as constants.
Note, that the Д-matrix has the following explicit dependence on the

variable x:
R(x) = xR++x-1R-, (1.5)

where R+ and R~ are independent of x. If one searches for an L-operator
of a similar form

L(x) = xL+ + x-1 L~, (1.6)

where L* (L~) is independent of x, then using (1.2)-(1.6) one can reduce
eq. (1.1) to the following relations:

•^12^1 -Ц ~ -̂ 2 ^ i -̂ 12> -^12^1 -̂ 2 = -̂ 2 ^ 1 ^12 ' O-'f)
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where we use the standart matrix notations. Hereafter, we consider X+

(L~) to have an upper (lower) triangular form as the matrix in C 3 .
In ref. [9] the general irreducible cyclic representations of algebra (1.7)

with q and Л being the roots of unity, have been constructed. Here we
restrict ourselves to a particular case of the iV2-dimensional representation
with 72Л' = 1, A = g"1/3, where N is any prime number, N ф 3.

Ъ vrite down the corresponding formulae for our i-operator, let us
deflm the operators A,-, Wij, i ф ?, i,j = 1,2,3, acting in CM, M = N2

by the following relations:

г'фз'\
( 1 S a )

WijWii = WiiWihWki = XlX3X3 = l, 1фзфкфц (1.86)

Xjy = W$ = l, 1фз, (1.8с)

where w = q2, wN = 1. Setting * «2 = 2/3, *3 = *i = -1/3 and
uf = Z^vf in formulae (3.5a) and (3.15) of ref. [9] we obtain (the in-
dices corresponding to CM are omitted)

Xft гфз, (1.9b)

(1.9c)

where all indices run over three values 1,2,3 modulo 3 in the sense that zero
is identified with three;

л _ 1, if (i, j , k) is even permutation of (1,2,3);
0, otherwise

/i 11 ̂

* We use the symbol 1/3 (quark charge?!) as a notation for integer p
such that Zp — 1 (mod N). Such integer does exist for any prime N ф 3.



and thirteen complex parameters £, vf, cij, i ф j , i,j ~ 1,2,3 are con-
strained by four relations

CijCji = - 1 , CijCjkCki = €U>€C\ 1ф]фкф%, (1.12)

6 = 2 0 - 1 . (1.13)

Thus, this representation is defined by nine independent parameters.
Let us derive another form of formulae (1.9b). Define the new operators

Zjj, instead of Wi}

1фЗ, i,j = 1,2,3,

where

\i = ((v?f-(vr)N)1/N

t i = 1,2,3. (1.15)

It is not difficult to see that relations (1.8) with W{j replaced by Zij are also
valid. Let (i,j,k) be any permutation of (1,2,3). Introduce new variables
tij instead of c t J,

t{j = tu-'t^CijXiXj1, i ф j, (1.16)

where e is defined in (1.13) and

1, г < j . K

Note that constraints (1.12) imply that

Ujtji = и&кгк1 = 1, гфзфкф i. (1.18)

Substituting (114) into (1.9b) and using (1.16) we obtain

Lii^^UiZijivJYj^-vJYj^), 1фз, (1.19)

where Y{ are defined by (1.9c).
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Now, choose the following realization of the N2 x ./V2 matrices Zij, Xi
(remind, that they satisfy relations (1.8) with Ws replaced by Z's):

(n\Xi\m) = 5 n > m _, ( , i = 1,2, (1.20a)

(n\Z13\m) = шп*Ъп,т, (n\Zn\m) = и^бп,*» (1.206)

while the other matrices can be calculated from (1.8). Here we use Dirac's
notations for bra- and ket-vectors with two-component indices
(n = (ni,n 2 )) runing over JV2 values (n; = 0 , 1 , . . . , N - 1, i = 1,2). The
symbol 6i means the addition of unity modulo N to the i-tb component of
the index;

j _ / l , n = m (modiV); . .
dn'm = \0, otherwise. I 1 " " '

We see that expressions (1.9a), (1.19) for the elements of X-operator contain
only three non-diagonal operators Yi, i = 1,2,3, satisfying the relation

YiY2Ys = l. (1.22)

This fact is very important for the subsequent calculations.



2. Factorization of Z-operator and Cyclic SOS Model

In this Section we consider factorization properties of the L-operator
(1.6), (1.9a), (1.19) and discuss its connection with a particular case of the
cyclic «/(3) SOS model from ref. [12].

Let n,m E Z% and i = 1,2,3. Consider the following "three spin
interaction" weights:

(2.1)

(no summation over n) where h(x) is 3 x 3 matrix with the elements

otherwise.

m

Now, introduce "inverse" weights ^ni(x,h) defined by any of two relations

(2.36)

each of them is a consequence of the other (see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for graph-
ical representation of these relations). Such inverse weights exist provided

A(x,h) =det/i(x) ф

Consider the following expression (Fig.8):

(2.4)

where Л,-у denotes another independent set of the parameters hij. Formally
the R.H.S. of (2.5) has thirteen degrees of freedom (x, six h's and six k's).
However four of them are spurious: the R.H.S. of (2.5) is unaffected by the
transformation

hij-+r€i*fihij, x rx (2.6)
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with arbitrary nonzero parameters r, fa, i = 1,2,3. Now, it is not difficult
to check that Lij(x) defined by (1.6), (1.9a) and ,(1.19) can be written as

(a !,M)> (2.7)

where we have substituted

ti2 = Л32/Л31, £23 = Л13/Л12, (2.8a)

e = INNk (2.86)
v) = Chijhjkhki (2.8c)

(the rest of Uj can be obtained from (1.18)). Here (i,j, к) is any permutation
of (1,2,3) and e is its sign. Transformation (2.6) does not affect YBE (1.1),
so we can conclude that £(x,h,h) satisfies the same YBE

уД,Л) = C2(y,hth)Ci(x,h,h)R12(x/y). (2.9)

•г,,(

Multiplying this equation from the left by a vector (V'£,(a;, h) <8> ч/'Р(У) ))
Cs ®C3, n,m,l E Z"ff, we obtain (see Fig. 9 for graphical representation)

' | I 2 - 1 0 )
fcez»,

where

, ^ ( 2 Л 1 )9ФТ(уЛ)У^2{х/у){ф1{х^) 9

(Since the L.H.S. of (2.10) is independent of h, Wsos{h m, Щ k\x) does not
depend on h). Similarly one can prove that (Fig. 10)
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Thus we have proved the following general statement:
Lemma. If L-operator, satisfying the YBE (2.9), :&n be iecompcsed

in form (2.5) with the three-spin weights ф, ф satisfying (L-3), (2. i;, then
there exist the weights Wsos satisfying (2.10), (2.12). Con reiix\y, n there
exists an R-matrix, Wsos weights and vectors ф satki'yi g vqs. (2.10),
(2.3), (2.4) then the L-operator of form (2.5) satisfies tl Л BE /i. )

The proof of the converse statement is similar. £ >:p cii i На юи
gives

WSos(l,m,n,k\x) =

( 2 - 3 )

where i?-matrix is given by (1.2) and Yi are defined in (1Л с). Note, that
Wsos weights (2.13) correspond to a particular trigonometric cas<> of the
cyclic 5 0 5 model of ref. [12] related with elliptic n-state R- matrix [13]. In
our case n = 3, but all the results can be easily generalized fcr the arbitrary
n > 2. Moreover, we can handle the elliptic case as well. In fact, applying
our lemma to eq. (3.4) and (3.6) of ref. [12] we obtain cydic .^-operator
related with the above elliptic Д-matrix. These subjects will be discussed
in a separate paper.
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3. The Intertwining H-matrix

Consider two X-operatois of form (1.6), (1.9a), (1.19) L(x) and L(x)
with different sets of parameters £, t, v. We are interested in finding an
intertwining matrix S. satisfying the following equation shown in Fig. 11:

j (3.1)

where

У2 X;<*i(z)®Ma :)- (3-2)

Obviously, if such matrix S does exist, then spectra of each pair of the
iV4 x TV4 matrices Д £ у ( х ) and ALij(x), i,j = 1,2,3, should coincide. As
it was shown in [9] this is so at least if one sets

{I&f = {L*)N, (3.3)

and if the following quantities (eqs. (5.9), (5.13) in ref. [9]):

( 3 4 a )

( }

+ _
2 "

С 3 = N JV> ( 3 4 c )

~ C 22 (,^12У 2JV - _ (.^3lJ ~ C 2 l ^ 2 l J -2ЛГ
T X C Ж

2JV

are the same for Ьц(х) and Lij(x). Moreover they should be constrained
by the relations

cfcs = 1, c+c- = 4c~ + 1. (3.5)
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Using the following expressions for the iV-th powers of the elements of the
L-operator (1.9a) and (1.19):

) " , (3-6)

f^vrf - (vt)N), i^j, (3.7)

one can show that eqs. (3.5) are satisfied identically. Moreover there are
two more relations between the invariants

ct = <Ч =<*<*• (З-8)

Thus, only four of them are independent. Let us take c*, 4 a n < *

Г^с+cf, r a = ^ L J ^ l = a4JV (3.9)

as independent invariants. Obviously, the matrix 5 in (3.1) is unaffected by
a simultaneous similarity transformation of L and L considered as matrices
in C 3

hi'LvyUZ). (3.10)

If we choose U = diag(/i,/2,/3) then (3.10) results only in a rescaling of
the parameters Uj in (1.19). The values of 1\, Г2 remain unchanged, while
Cj", cj" rescale as

Using this transformation one can adjust C+, c% such that

Now introduce the parametrization for the coefficients in (2.5). Choose the
modulus к and two points qf q' on the curve (0.1) such that

14 = -k~2. (3.13)

If we parametrize h's in (2.5) as

h A h к h А
«21 = « 9 ' , «32 = Oq', Л13 = dq>,
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and h's by the same eqs. (3.14) with q' replaced by q, then by USJD^ of
(2.8) eqs. (3.4) are satisfied as a consequence of (0.1). Thus, ibe com pit-.<
two-dimensional surface (3.3), (3.4) factorizes into a product of two complex
curves (0.1).

The calculation of 5 in (3.1) is now straightforward. Parametrize L by
the same formulae (3.14) with q,q' replaced by p,p' respectively. Solving
now the linear system (3.1) for the elements S we obtain result (0.11) given
in Introduction.
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